


Same beautiful, hand-painted detail in a new, smaller size.
Comes complete with chests of gold, ankincense and myrrh, Certificate of Authenticity 

and embossed display card.

5-inch Real Life Nativity – 23 piece set

This 13-piece ornament set adds a great new tradi-
tion to trimming the tree. Positioning the kings just 
right so they’re following the star, putting the angel  
so that he’s just above the shepherds and making 
sure the donkey is close to the manger so he can 
keep the baby Jesus warm. These ornaments bring  
the Nativity story to life. The 13-piece set comes  
in a satin lined, heirloom quality wooden chest.  
The standing ornaments are approximately 3¾” tall 
and the kneeling gures are approximately 2½” tall.
Hand painted resin and includes gold ber hangers.  

• Set of 3 light weight, bright wooden ornaments each

showing a different nativity scene.

• Battery powered using long lasting LED lights.

• The soft, flickering light silhouettes the painted

and carved wooden scene showing on both sides

of the ornament.

• Light enough (less than 2 ounces) to hang on the tree.

• Large enough to be a beautiful table top display.

• 5¼” tall x 4¼“ wide x 3¼” deep (batteries included)
Model RLN076

Nativity Ornament Set

Model RLN075

Nativity House Ornaments 
with Flickering Lights

COMPLETE 23 PIECE SET: Includes the lighted stable (measures
12” wide x 7¾” high x 3 1/8” deep.) New, long lasting LED lights use
AAA batteries (included.)    Model RLN057

RLN057- Full 23 piece Real Life Nativity set - includes: the
Holy Family with the baby Jesus able to be placed in the
manger or in Mary’s arms, the Three Kings, chest of gold,
frankincense and myrrh, the 9” tall Christmas Star,
the Angel, standing shepherd holding a lamb, kneeling
shepherd with sheep, two separate Awassi sheep, three
camels, an ox, a donkey and a 7¼” tall palm tree.

(tallest king, angel.) All available pieces included.

The Children’s 7-Day Journey 
To Christmas

7-Day Journey To Christmas

The Traveling Holy Family

This unique and beautiful set depicts and celebrates 
“La Pasada” – the Christmas tradition of re-enacting 
the Holy Family traveling from Nazareth to Bethlehem 
and shows Mary radiantly with child. The set is de-
signed so that Mary can be seated atop the donkey or 
can be sitting in repose. The set includes the standing 
figure of Joseph but for those who already own the 
Real Life Nativity (which includes the Joseph figure) 
the set can also be purchased with only Mary and the 
donkey figures.

Available in two sizes. 

• Comes complete with 12 piece Children’s Nativity
• Includes Seven Cards. The back of each card shows

how to use the nativity pieces to set up that day’s
Christmas story scene

• A colorful booklet that walks Children through
each step to tell the seven part story of Christmas

• Large, lit centerpiece with a silhouette of the Holy Family
• Colorful, whimsical clips hold each day’s story card

Show and Tell the Real Christmas Story each day for the seven days leading to Christmas Day. The Children’s 
Nativity pieces (included) set the scene.  A different story card for each of the seven days shows which pieces 
to use and includes a passage to tell that day’s part of the Christmas story.  

To accompany the 7” Real Life Nativity:
Model RLN048: Mary: 4 x 3 x 2 inches,
Donkey: 5½ x 6 x 2½, Joseph: 6½ x 2½ x 1¾ inches
Model RLN043: Mary and Donkey only

To accompany the 10” Real Life Nativity:
Model RLN049: Mary: 5½ x 3½ x 3 inches,
Donkey: 7½ x 8 x 3½ inches, Joseph: 9½ x 3¼ x 3 inches
Model RLN044: Mary and Donkey only

The Holy Family traveling from Nazareth to Bethlehem

Use your Nativity to Tell 
the Christmas Story

The Set includes a set of 7 cards
- a card for each day in the week
leading to Christmas.  Pictures
on the back show how to use your
nativity to set the scene for that
day’s part of the Christmas story.
The front of each card then
quotes a specific passage high-
lighting that day’s story.  A fun
way to prepare for Christmas.
MODEL RLN090

Comes 
complete 

with 
Children’s 

Nativity

Build  
excitement  

each day as you get  
closer to  

Christmas

Children  
will love setting  
each day’s scene

Model RLN048 and Model RLN049

Model RLN091

Same beautiful, hand-painted detail in a new, smaller size.
Comes complete with chests of gold, ankincense and myrrh, Certificate of Authenticity 

and embossed display card.

RLN057 - Full 23 piece Real Life Nativity set – 
includes: the Holy Family with the baby Jesus able 
to be placed in the manger or in Mary’s arms,  
the Three Kings, chests of gold, frankincense  
and myrrh, the 9” tall Christmas Star, the Angel,  
standing shepherd holding a lamb, kneeling  
shepherd with sheep, two separate Awassi sheep, 
three camels, an ox, a donkey and a 7¼” tall palm 
tree. The 5” size describes the height of the tallest 
figures (tallest king, angel).  

5-inch Real Life Nativity – 23 piece set

COMPLETE 23 PIECE SET : Includes the lighted stable (measures 
12”wide x 7¾” high x 3 1/8” deep. New, long lasting LED  
lights use AAA batteries (included).  Model RLN057

This 13-piece ornament set adds a great new tradi-
tion to trimming the tree. Positioning the kings just 
right so they’re following the star, putting the angel  
so that he’s just above the shepherds and making 
sure the donkey is close to the manger so he can 
keep the baby Jesus warm. These ornaments bring  
the Nativity story to life. The 13-piece set comes  
in a satin lined, heirloom quality wooden chest.  
The standing ornaments are approximately 3¾” tall 
and the kneeling gures are approximately 2½” tall.
Hand painted resin and includes gold ber hangers.  

• Set of 3 light weight, bright wooden ornaments each

showing a different nativity scene.

• Battery powered using long lasting LED lights.

• The soft, flickering light silhouettes the painted

and carved wooden scene showing on both sides

of the ornament.

• Light enough (less than 2 ounces) to hang on the tree.

• Large enough to be a beautiful table top display.

• 5¼” tall x 4¼“ wide x 3¼” deep (batteries included)
Model RLN076

Nativity Ornament Set

Model RLN075

Nativity House Ornaments 
with Flickering Lights

The Children’s 7-Day Journey 
To Christmas

7-Day Journey To Christmas

The Traveling Holy Family

This unique and beautiful set depicts and celebrates 
“La Pasada” – the Christmas tradition of re-enacting 
the Holy Family traveling from Nazareth to Bethlehem 
and shows Mary radiantly with child. The set is de -
signed so that Mary can be seated atop the donkey or 
can be sitting in repose. The set includes the standing 
figure of Joseph but for those who already own the 
Real Life Nativity (which includes the Joseph figure) 
the set can also be purchased with only Mary and the 
donkey figures.

Available in two sizes.  

• Comes complete with 12 piece Children’s Nativity
• Includes Seven Cards. The back of each card shows 

how to use the nativity pieces to set up that day’s 
Christmas story scene

• A colorful booklet that walks Children through 
each step to tell the seven part story of Christmas

• Large, lit centerpiece with a silhouette of the Holy Family
• Colorful, whimsical clips hold each day’s story card

Show and Tell the Real Christmas Story each day for the seven days leading to Christmas Day. The Children’s 
Nativity pieces (included) set the scene.  A different story card for each of the seven days shows which pieces 
to use and includes a passage to tell that day’s part of the Christmas story.  

To accompany the 7” Real Life Nativity:  
Model RLN048 : Mary: 4 x 3 x 2 inches,  
Donkey: 5½ x 6 x 2½, Joseph: 6½ x 2½ x 1¾ inches  
Model RLN043 : Mary and Donkey only  

To accompany the 10” Real Life Nativity:  
Model RLN049 : Mary: 5½ x 3½ x 3 inches,  
Donkey: 7½ x 8 x 3½ inches, Joseph: 9½ x 3¼ x 3 inches  
Model RLN044 : Mary and Donkey only

The Holy Family traveling from Nazareth to Bethlehem

Use your Nativity to Tell  
the Christmas Story

The Set includes a set of 7 cards 
- a card for each day in the week 
leading to Christmas.  Pictures 
on the back show how to use your 
nativity to set the scene for that 
day’s part of the Christmas story.  
The front of each card then 
quotes a specific passage high-
lighting that day’s story.  A fun 
way to prepare for Christmas.
MODEL RLN090

Comes 
complete 

with 
Children’s 

Nativity

Build 
excitement 

each day as you get 
closer to 

Christmas

Children 
will love setting 
each day’s scene

Model RLN048 and Model RLN049

Model RLN091

7-Day Journey to christmas

In those days Caesar Augustus issued  
a decree that a census should be taken of 

the entire Roman world. And everyone went 
to their own town to register.  So Joseph 
also went up from the town of Nazareth 
 in Galilee to Judea, to Bethlehem the  
town of David, because he belonged 

 to the house and line of David.

Same beautiful, hand-painted detail in a new, smaller size.
Comes complete with chests of gold, ankincense and myrrh, Certificate of Authenticity 

and embossed display card.

RLN057 - Full 23 piece Real Life Nativity set – 
includes: the Holy Family with the baby Jesus able 
to be placed in the manger or in Mary’s arms,  
the Three Kings, chests of gold, frankincense  
and myrrh, the 9” tall Christmas Star, the Angel,  
standing shepherd holding a lamb, kneeling  
shepherd with sheep, two separate Awassi sheep, 
three camels, an ox, a donkey and a 7¼” tall palm 
tree. The 5” size describes the height of the tallest 
figures (tallest king, angel).  

5-inch Real Life Nativity – 23 piece set

COMPLETE 23 PIECE SET : Includes the lighted stable (measures 
12”wide x 7¾” high x 3 1/8” deep. New, long lasting LED  
lights use AAA batteries (included).  Model RLN057

This 13-piece ornament set adds a great new tradi-
tion to trimming the tree. Positioning the kings just 
right so they’re following the star, putting the angel  
so that he’s just above the shepherds and making 
sure the donkey is close to the manger so he can 
keep the baby Jesus warm. These ornaments bring  
the Nativity story to life. The 13-piece set comes  
in a satin lined, heirloom quality wooden chest.  
The standing ornaments are approximately 3¾” tall 
and the kneeling gures are approximately 2½” tall.
Hand painted resin and includes gold ber hangers.  

• Set of 3 light weight, bright wooden ornaments each

showing a different nativity scene.

• Battery powered using long lasting LED lights.

• The soft, flickering light silhouettes the painted

and carved wooden scene showing on both sides

of the ornament.

• Light enough (less than 2 ounces) to hang on the tree.

• Large enough to be a beautiful table top display.

• 5¼” tall x 4¼“ wide x 3¼” deep (batteries included)
Model RLN076

Nativity Ornament Set

Model RLN075

Nativity House Ornaments 
with Flickering Lights

The Children’s 7-Day Journey 
To Christmas

7-Day Journey To Christmas

The Traveling Holy Family

This unique and beautiful set depicts and celebrates 
“La Pasada” – the Christmas tradition of re-enacting 
the Holy Family traveling from Nazareth to Bethlehem 
and shows Mary radiantly with child. The set is de -
signed so that Mary can be seated atop the donkey or 
can be sitting in repose. The set includes the standing 
figure of Joseph but for those who already own the 
Real Life Nativity (which includes the Joseph figure) 
the set can also be purchased with only Mary and the 
donkey figures.

Available in two sizes.  

• Comes complete with 12 piece Children’s Nativity
• Includes Seven Cards. The back of each card shows 

how to use the nativity pieces to set up that day’s 
Christmas story scene

• A colorful booklet that walks Children through 
each step to tell the seven part story of Christmas

• Large, lit centerpiece with a silhouette of the Holy Family
• Colorful, whimsical clips hold each day’s story card

Show and Tell the Real Christmas Story each day for the seven days leading to Christmas Day. The Children’s 
Nativity pieces (included) set the scene.  A different story card for each of the seven days shows which pieces 
to use and includes a passage to tell that day’s part of the Christmas story.  

To accompany the 7” Real Life Nativity:  
Model RLN048 : Mary: 4 x 3 x 2 inches,  
Donkey: 5½ x 6 x 2½, Joseph: 6½ x 2½ x 1¾ inches  
Model RLN043 : Mary and Donkey only  

To accompany the 10” Real Life Nativity:  
Model RLN049 : Mary: 5½ x 3½ x 3 inches,  
Donkey: 7½ x 8 x 3½ inches, Joseph: 9½ x 3¼ x 3 inches  
Model RLN044 : Mary and Donkey only

The Holy Family traveling from Nazareth to Bethlehem

Use your Nativity to Tell  
the Christmas Story

The Set includes a set of 7 cards 
- a card for each day in the week 
leading to Christmas.  Pictures 
on the back show how to use your 
nativity to set the scene for that 
day’s part of the Christmas story.  
The front of each card then 
quotes a specific passage high-
lighting that day’s story.  A fun 
way to prepare for Christmas.
MODEL RLN090

Comes 
complete 

with 
Children’s 

Nativity

Build 
excitement 

each day as you get 
closer to 

Christmas

Children 
will love setting 
each day’s scene

Model RLN048 and Model RLN049

Model RLN091

7-Day Journey to christmas

In those days Caesar Augustus issued  
a decree that a census should be taken of 

the entire Roman world. And everyone went 
to their own town to register.  So Joseph 
also went up from the town of Nazareth 
 in Galilee to Judea, to Bethlehem the  
town of David, because he belonged 

 to the house and line of David.



• Battery powered lights - no cords
• Long lasting LED lights in the stable

stay lit for hundreds of hours on 2 AA
batteries (included)

• Complete with Certificate of
Authenticity and gold embossed
display card

• Two sided – can be placed anywhere
• Includes glass globe with 24k gold,

and authentic frankincense & myrrh
• Front side shows the kings and

shepherd in adoration of the baby
Jesus

• Backside shows the Angel and
shepherds

Measures 14” wide, 7¼” high and 8” deep

Made of hand painted polymer resin.
Model RLN085

Larger than the Standard  
Panorama Nativity with the 

Gold, Frankincense & Myrrh 
surrounding the Holy Family.

The Standard Panorama Nativity is 

slightly smaller than the deluxe version; 

measures 12” wide x 7½” high by 7” 

deep and the gold, frankincense & myrrh 

are displayed at the feet of the Holy  

Family. The Standard version is not 

lighted. The back of the Standard Set  

is, however, identical to the back of the 

Deluxe version.  
Model RLN080

Model RLN085

Model RLN 080

Deluxe 
Lighted 

Panorama 
Nativity

Panorama Nativity

Lighted Holy Family
Joseph holds a lighted lantern illuminating the infant Jesus  
in the manger as Mary prays reverently over her newborn son. 
Set in a rustic stable scene with soft back lights that gently  
illuminate this beautiful setting. The intricate detail and  
beautiful facial expressions bring the Holy Family to life and  
make a special Christmas display.

Batteries power long life LED lights that enable you to keep lit all 
Christmas season Model RLN047 (AAA batteries included.) 

Intricate, hand painted palm trees to accompany 
all 3 sizes of the Real Life Nativity.

RLN092: Palm tree for the 7 Inch Real Life Nativity 
stands 8¼ inches tall

RLN093: Palm tree for the 10 inch Real Life Nativity 
stands 11 7/8 inches tall

RLN094: Palm tree for the 14 inch Real Life Nativity 
stands 14 1/8 inches tall 

All solid wood pieces that are designed to 
be handled, played with and enjoyed as 
a first nativity set. This 12 piece nativity is 
brightly colored, fun and whimsical and 
will bring hours of enjoyment. The figures 
are designed to easily fit into a child’s 
hands and will enable them to bring  
their imagination to the Christmas story.  
High quality to last for many years but 
beautifully priced to make it affordable.  
Standing figures measure 3 inches  
and stable is 9 1/2 inches tall.   
Model RLN095

Palm Trees 
to accompany the Real Life Nativity

Children’s  
Nativity Set

Model RLN047

NEW
Improved Lights

NEW
Improved Packaging



Same beautiful, hand-painted detail in a new, smaller size.
Comes complete with chests of gold, ankincense and myrrh, Certificate of Authenticity 

and embossed display card.

5-inch Real Life Nativity – 23 piece set

This 13-piece ornament set adds a great new tradi-
tion to trimming the tree. Positioning the kings just 
right so they’re following the star, putting the angel  
so that he’s just above the shepherds and making 
sure the donkey is close to the manger so he can 
keep the baby Jesus warm. These ornaments bring  
the Nativity story to life. The 13-piece set comes  
in a satin lined, heirloom quality wooden chest.  
The standing ornaments are approximately 3¾” tall 
and the kneeling gures are approximately 2½” tall.
Hand painted resin and includes gold ber hangers.  

• Set of 3 light weight, bright wooden ornaments each

showing a different nativity scene.

• Battery powered using long lasting LED lights.

• The soft, flickering light silhouettes the painted

and carved wooden scene showing on both sides

of the ornament.

• Light enough (less than 2 ounces) to hang on the tree.

• Large enough to be a beautiful table top display.

• 5¼” tall x 4¼“ wide x 3¼” deep (batteries included)
Model RLN076

Nativity Ornament Set

Model RLN075

Nativity House Ornaments 
with Flickering Lights

COMPLETE 23 PIECE SET: Includes the lighted stable (measures
12” wide x 7¾” high x 3 1/8” deep.) New, long lasting LED lights use
AAA batteries (included.)    Model RLN057

RLN057- Full 23 piece Real Life Nativity set - includes: the
Holy Family with the baby Jesus able to be placed in the
manger or in Mary’s arms, the Three Kings, chest of gold,
frankincense and myrrh, the 9” tall Christmas Star,
the Angel, standing shepherd holding a lamb, kneeling
shepherd with sheep, two separate Awassi sheep, three
camels, an ox, a donkey and a 7¼” tall palm tree.

(tallest king, angel.)

7-Day Journey To Christmas

The Traveling Holy Family

This unique and beautiful set depicts and celebrates 
“La Pasada” – the Christmas tradition of re-enacting 
the Holy Family traveling from Nazareth to Bethlehem 
and shows Mary radiantly with child. The set is de-
signed so that Mary can be seated atop the donkey or 
can be sitting in repose. The set includes the standing 
�gure of Joseph but for those who already own the 
Real Life Nativity (which includes the Joseph �gure) 
the set can also be purchased with only Mary and the 
donkey �gures.

Available in two sizes. 
To accompany the 7” Real Life Nativity: 
Model RLN048: Mary: 4 x 3 x 2 inches, 
Donkey: 5½ x 6 x 2½, Joseph: 6½ x 2½ x 1¾ inches 

To accompany the 10” Real Life Nativity: 
Model RLN049: Mary: 5½ x 3½ x 3 inches, 
Donkey: 7½ x 8 x 3½ inches, Joseph: 9½ x 3¼ x 3 inches

The Holy Family traveling �om Nazareth to Bethlehem

Use your Nativity to Tell 
the Christmas Story

The Set includes a set of 7 cards 
- a card for each day in the week 
leading to Christmas.  Pictures 
on the back show how to use your 
nativity to set the scene for that 
day’s part of the Christmas story.  
The �ont of each card then 
quotes a specific passage high-
lighting that day’s story.  A fun 
way to prepare for Christmas.
MODEL RLN090

Model RLN048 and Model RLN049

NEW
Improved Lights



The Different Ways to Purchase the Real Life Nativity
Product Descriptions 14” Figures     10” Figures      7” Figures      5” Figures

The Complete  
Real Life Nativity
Includes extra animal set and palm tree (all 
available pieces)

RLN051            RLN041           RLN036          RLN057

20 piece set       20 piece set       23 piece set     23 piece set

The Full Real Life Nativity
Includes all pieces except expanded extra
animal set and palm tree

RLN050           RLN040          RLN035

16 piece set        16 piece set       19 piece set

The Basic Real Life Nativity 
Includes all the people (Holy Family, Three 
Kings, and Star, Shepherds and Angel)  
* The 5” Set includes Stable.

RLN020         RLN025            RLN030

11 piece set          11 piece set       14 piece set

Individual Sets - sets that are individually packaged and may be purchased separately.

Holy Family
Includes Joseph, Mary, Baby Jesus 
and Manger

GFM013          GFM010

4 piece set         4 piece set

Three Kings Following the Star
Includes Three Kings, Star and Gold, 
Frankincense and Myrrh and Certi�cate of 
Authenticity and Embossed Display Card

GFM014         GFM009

4 piece set         4 piece set

Shepherds and Angel 
Includes Angel, Standing Shepherd  
holding lamb and Kneeling Shepherd Boy 
with sheep

GFM015          GFM011

3 piece set         3 piece set

Lighted Stable
GFM022         GFM027         GFM032

26¼" x 17" 
x 6½"

20" x 12¾" 
x 5½"

15" x 9 5/8" 
x 4¼"

Basic Animal Set
 Includes Standing Camel, Kneeling Camel, 
Ox and Donkey

GFM021          GFM026         GFM031

4 piece set        4 piece set         4 piece set

Expanded Animal Set
Includes Kneeling Camel, 2 Awassi Sheep 
(Ram and Ewe)

RLN023           RLN028          RLN034

3 piece set         3 piece set         3 piece set

Palm Tree
RLN094         RLN093            RLN092

14¼" tall              11 7/8 " tall            8¼" tall

This 14-piece set (RLN030) is the basic nativity and 
comes complete with all the Real Life Nativity
�gures & separate chests �lled with real 24k gold and 
authentic frankincense & myrrh. Ba lthazar, the tallest 
of the kings, measures 7 inches as does the angle. The 
Christmas star stands 9 1/2 tall. Made of intricately 
hand painted polymer resin.

The Complete 7 Inch Real Life Nativity
Model RLN035  - (19 pieces)  includes the basic 
set (RLN030) plus the stable (GFM032) and 4 
piece animal set (GFM031).

Model RLN036  - (23 pieces).  This is all avail-
able pieces for the 7 inch set. Includes the 
RLN035 plus an added camel and two Awassi 
sheep (RLN034) and a palm tree (RLN092).



NEW Star 



SHEPHERDS & ANGEL 
SIZE/MODEL

Standing 
Shepherd

Kneeling 
Shepherd Angel

Deluxe Set - GFM 015 stands 12” 7¾” 12½” high

Standard Set - GFM 011 stands 9¼” stands 6½” 9½” high

SIZE/MODEL (height x length) DONKEY OX SITTING CAMEL STANDING CAMEL
GFM 021 - 14 Inch Size  5” x 5 5/8” 3 ¾” x  6 ¼” 4 ½” x 6 1/8” 8 ½”  x 8 ¼” 

GFM 026  - 10 Inch Size  4” x 4 ½” 3” x 5” 3 ½”  x 4 ¾” 6 ¾” x 6 ½”

GFM 031 - 7 Inch Size 4” x 3 ¼” 2 ¼” x 3 ¾” 2 ¾” x 3 ¾” 5” x 4 7/8” 

Kneeling Camel and Two Awassi Sheep
A recent addition to the Real Life Nativity set, this three-piece set includes 
a kneeling camel and two sheep. The sheep are modeled after the breed of 
sheep found in Bethlehem. Awassi sheep are notable for their shaggy coat, 
dark face, ruggedness and tolerance to extreme conditions. The set in-
cludes one ewe (female) and one ram (male) along with a brightly dressed 
camel kneeling in a reverent pose. Available in 3 sizes.Asizes.

To accompany the 7 inch Nativity Model RLN 034  Camel: 5½” x 4¼” Ewe: 2¾” 2 7/8”   Ram: 3” x 2 3/8” 
To accompany the 10 inch Nativity Model RLN 028 – Camel: 7” x  5¾” Ewe: 3½” x 3 1/8”  Ram: 4” x 3”  
To accompany the 14 inch Nativity Model RLN 023 – Camel: 8” x 6½”   Ewe: 4¼” x 3¾”   Ram: 5” x 3¾”

The stable is designed 
to capture the reality of 

the humble stable where 
Jesus was born.  The 

stable depicts stone and 
stucco walls, weathered 
log beams and posts and 

a palm thatched roof.  
The hay strewn floor and 
trough imagines the very 

stable behind the inn 
on that first Christmas.  
Included in the stable is 
a light that shines down 
on the manger below. 

Polymer resin.   

Batteries included.

STABLE SIZE/MODEL width x height x depth
GFM 022  - To accompany 14-inch figures 26 ¼” wide x 17” high x 6 ½” deep.   

GFM 027  - To accompany 10-inch figures  20” wide x 12 ¾” high x 5 ½” deep

GFM 032  - To accompany 7-inch figures 15” wide x 9 5/8” high x 4 ¼” deep

SHEPHERDS & ANGEL 
SIZE/MODEL

Standing 
Shepherd

Kneeling 
Shepherd Angel

Deluxe Set - GFM 015         stands 12”              7¾”              12½” high
Standard Set - GFM 011        stands 9¼”      stands 6½”         9½” high



A gold embossed display card that tells the story of the Three Kinds and a Certificate of Authenticity stating that 
the gold is real and the Frankincense & Myrrh are from the same regions as the original gifts. We like to highlight 
just how authentic The Original Gifts are by saying, “2000 years ago, when the Three Kings got off their camels, 

this what they had in their hands.”




